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A COMPREHENSIVE
LAW SCHOOL STRATEGY
The subject of "cost" is, for most law students and bar applicants, a compelling factor governing the selection
of a bar review course.
The industry standard in California - and many other states - is traditionally influenced by the more generic programs,
with a typical course lasting about 8 to 10 weeks. Most of these tend to be priced in the $3-4,000 range - with this
category of course dictating when the applicant both starts - and stops - his bar review. A sort of "one-size-fits-all"
strategy. With the overall pass rate in California at about 50% - and with many candidates choosing this approach - it
isn't difficult to infer that for at least one-half of California's applicants this is not an effective strategy.
Thus, the following is Cal Bar's new cost policy for those applicants currently enrolled in law school and interested in
stretching the value of your bar review investment - and from experience - increasing your odds to pass the bar the first
time you take it.
e of your enrollment in law school and through the bar exam the total cost will not exceed
;).,,~OJU. IT yuu are past your first year in law school, this cost may be incrementally
reduced. This means
you will receive up to 1 to ¢"years of tutoring - depending on your year in law school - while you are in law
school, in addition to a full bar review program once you graduate for one all-inclusive cost. You will have
the advantage of (1) unlimited one/one tutoring, (2) multiple classes covering all bar subjects addressing all
three sections of the exam, and (3) all materials. In contrast to your competition, this will enable you to
engage a strategy to "perfect and polish" your testing skills at the time others are just beginning the bar
review process.
Additional discounts may also be available for small groups or any charitable experience you may have contributed
to others. As always, Cal Bar's policy is to "PAY IT FORWARD". Installments and MastercardNISA are available.

AVOID A NIGHTMARE OF CONSECUTIVE BAR FAILURES
Here is what others have said about Cal Bar's unique tutorial bar review program:

SUCCESSFUL REPEAT BAR CANDIDATES
"Thank you for helping me to put the misery of taking the bar behind me. After 8 failed attempts and thousands of
dollars spent in the process, I can finally get on with the rest of my professional life."
"Your system coupled with your contagious positive attitude turned out to be the perfect combination for me to
overcome what had become a nightmare of consecutive bar failures. Thank you for helping me pass the bar."
"Cal Bar offered the total approach to bar preparation and performance that I did not find elsewhere. I even use
your issue-analysis and writing process in my work now as an attorney."

SUCCESSFUL FIRST-TIME BAR CANDIDATES
"As a first-time taker, I would like to thank you for your personalized can't miss strategy in designing a
total program for my individual bar preparation needs."
"Having arrived just 10 months ago as a French attorney, I cannot thank you enough for helping me to not only
learn the law and techniques needed to pass the bar, but to db it on the first time."
"As a first-time bar taker, your positive tutorial teaching methods kept me from getting lost and raised all of my
essay, performance test and MBE scores. They were the perfect complement to my other review course in
developing an indispensably complete strategy that pushed me over the top."
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